Donated publications – October 2016

During the past year we received many donations.
First we want to mention a special contribution:
Through our Circle of Friends in Holland, The Foundation Morasha we
received a large sum of money to be spent on the purchase of some
expensive books. The donor wants to remain anonymous and we are
very grateful to him.
Also this year we received donations from relatives of deceased family
members. We specially want to mention:
Through our Board member, Mrs. Chawa Dinner we received some
publications from the late Mr. Alexander Dasberg, donated by his
family.
Through Marcelle Zion, of the organization ELAH we received some
books from the collection of Frances Marcus Z”L
Through Dr. Eldad Kish, member of our Board, who often assists friends
by the sorting of publications from the estates of deceased relatives,
never forgets our Center and donated on behalf of his family books from
the collection of Mr. Duki Gelber Z”L
Lea Menashe, daughter of Mr Max Duitser Z”L donated books of her
father’s collection
In addition we would like to mention the following donors:
Mr Pinchas Bar Efrat gave us a copy of his recently published book:
“Denouncing and rescue”. Another copy we received from Ayala Peretz
of the Publications Centre of yad Vashem

Yad Vashem provided us with two other recently published books and a
third one to be published by the end of the year has been promised
Mrs. Corien Glaudemans, researcher at the Municipal Archives of The
Hague, is presently researching the history of the Jews in The Hague and
she sends us publications from time to time and keeps us informed
about current research on this topic.
Rabbi Eliyahu Philipson, who sends us publications from time to time,
with publications of his late father, Rabbi Philipson from Haarlem
Mr. Moshe Nordheim, who moved to a sheltered accommodation
apartment sent us various items from his collection.
Mrs. Petra van der Zande, of the Publishing house Tsur Tsina
Publications in Jerusalem sends us new publications on a regular basis
Mrs. Sosha Eisenmann gave us a copy of the biography of her late
father, written by the historian, Bart Wallet.
Prof Kees Smelink of the Etty Hillesum Centre, recently moved to
Middelburg, donated us his book: “Etty Hillesum back home in
Middelburg”. The book was personally delivered by Mr. Derk Blom, who
visited our library
Mr. Zwi Laufer, who moved to a smaller apartment gave us some books.
Mr. Joel Fishman, in the past member of our board donated some of
his books and articles
Mrs. Chanina Tafelkruyer donated a book about her family
Mrs. Dorit Carmeli donated a book about the Publisher Querido
Rabbi Sebbag, rabbi in Amsterdam of the congregation AMOS and
chaplain in the Dutch army (Krijgsrabbijn) provided us with a number of
publications during his visit in our library and continues to send us from
time to time new publications of the “Krijgsrabbijn”

Hannah van den Ende recently received her Ph. D. on her book “Jewish
physicians in the Netherlands 1940-1945”.During her research she also
used our library. She has sent us a copy of her book.
Mr. Jan Fontijn, author of the book: “Onrust: the life of Jacob Israel de
Haan”, sent us a copy of his book
Rachel Boertjens, curator van de Rosenthaliana collection in the
University of Amsterdam sent us a copy of the book: “The truth seeker,
Henriette boas: A life for the Jewish case”, written by Pauline Micheels,
and donated by the Henriette Boas Foundation
We are always grateful when people send us a list in order to enable
us to choose those items relevant to our collection. This prevents the
acquisition of additional copies of books we already possess and for
which we have no storage facilities
We hope to publish in the near future on our website a new
comprehensive list of acquisitions (nr. 41). You can check in our online
catalog whether your donated publications already appear. We deal
with many publications and the list only shows what has been
cataloged during the period mentioned and the donations are only a
small part of all the material we have received and are not always of
first priority and therefore the list is not complete. The online catalog,
updated on a daily basis shows what has been recently cataloged and
often you will find publications not mentioned in the list of
acquisitions.
We thank all our generous donors for their contributions to the
collection of our library

